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About This Game

Face the last challenge - determine destiny!
A new threat casts its shadow over the Southern Isles. A mysterious demon, consumed by hatred, terrifies the population and

pools his force against the coastal city of Setarrif. The dramatic situation exacerbates after a volcanic eruption in the mountains
nearby. Thereupon the nameless hero joins forces with his strongest allies and courageously faces the new menace.

Even after king Rhobar III was freed from the demons control, the struggle apparently is not over. The king already ordered his
armies to conquer Setarrif, but so far no word from his troops, or the frantic population for that matter, has gotten through.

Experience an all new adventure amidst demonic powers, political intrigue and inscrutable incidents – what’s really going on in
Setarrif?

Features:

Experience a new, compelling part of the chronicles of Argaan
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Play parts of the story from your famous allies’ perspective

All new enemies as well as new armors and weapons to further expand and hone your combat skills

Meet new, lively characters when exploring the (yet) unknown regions & dungeons

Stand-alone expansion

Playing time: 4 – 8 hours

Import your character from the main game (with a character that killed the endboss of ArcaniA main game)

New locations and settings (lava/beach/dungeon)
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Title: ArcaniA: Fall of Setarrif
Genre: RPG
Developer:
Spellbound Studios
Publisher:
THQ Nordic
Franchise:
ArcaniA
Release Date: 24 Oct, 2011

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Microsoft® Windows® XP / Vista / Windows 7

Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo @ 2.8 GHz / AMD Athlon II x2 @ 2.8 GHz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce 8800 GTX

DirectX®: DirectX 9.0c or higher

Hard Drive: 5 GB Space Free

Sound: DirectX 8.1 compatible sound card

English,French,German,Italian,Hungarian,Polish,Russian
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Wow ! What a waste of cash, the controls on this garbage are useless !. I'll keep it short, the game is flawed, very flawed but it is
a game that you should still give a try if you like action RPG games.
It's a good game, it's just flawed, be it the camera, the inventory management, the UI (a shame that we can't move things and
change the size especially on a 4k monitor), etc.
It's not the greatest game ever, neither the greatest Action RPG, there are way better action-RPG games than this one but it's
still worth a shot, give it a try, you may or may not like it, you may like it if you ignore its flaws, it's kind of hard to forget about
the flaws since they're everywhere but it's not impossible either.
If you played Dungeon Siege, Titan Quest or other action RPG (i won't name them all) you could like it, it has good music.

6.5/10 - Worth on a sale.. Awesome game, interesting missions. Just grab a drink and spend some time playing this game. It's
not that long, but very entertaining. Definitely purchase this game in a bundle with previous chapter (Halo: Spartan Assault)..
No. The game had potential but the designer overused spikes way to much and made enemies like the octopus have insanely
annoying movement patterns (homing movement from above with weakness from weapons that attack horizontally). Snagged
this so I wouldn't have to read the rulebook and learn how to play the game quickly. Worked like a charm!!. i didn't love this
game, but it was a good game. Think the Mario Vs. Donkey Kong series. It's much like that, but less good.
Honestly not a bad game overall though.. A change-your-environment platformer that falls short. The music, graphics and voice
acting are charming and at times suspenseful. As the game progresses the plot seems to stall while focus on the game mechanics
grows. Something about the cohesion of the game seems off and overall it is difficult to stay interested.

The input on a controller is soft. This is a problem half way through the game when a level suddenly requires more precision
platforming that is essentially on rails. If you have a D-Pad like that of the X-Box controller, any input other than exactly right
or left seems to cancel your jump trajectory. That is infuriating and forces the use of the analog stick.. no content, no updated in
3 years. Stalk dudes, separate one from the herd, yoink them through time, and bounce them off walls until they are dead.

8/10 Would yoink through time again.
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The game has a (*ahem*) interesting playstyle. Don't get me wrong. It's fun. I just wish there was more to it. Speaking of wich,
charachter customization. They really need to do more with it. Other than that, it is a great game.. What an interesting game this
is! Completely thrown off by the cost/content ratio. Cellar is simple, fun, and quick to screw up on.

It's great!

We will get our lost teddy bear back if it's the last thing we do!

Here is a little gameplay to see my first impressions and what the game looks like at 1080p.
https://youtu.be/5XqWjjVJir0

Controls could be a bit better but I honestly got used to them quite quickly. Cellar is totally recommended.. Playing in VR with
Nibre's Mother VR mod. Holy xxxx, this is something else. It's so intense being killed by the Alien that I can only do it once per
session and then have to stop for a few days before continuing, even after setting it to easiest mode.

Even in 2019 this game has amazingly well designed environments - the voice acting and use of visual and audio styles from
Alien is spot on. Well done devs, and thank you Nibre for re-enabling and finishing off the VR support the devs started putting
it and then had to remove for some reason.

The VR implementation may not have hand presence or teleportation, has a little forced animation (which causes nausea) and
ideally needs to be played seated, but I dont care because of the superb immersion inside that 1st Alien film - this is way up
there in the best VR games for me.

Dont be afraid to try modding it for VR if you arent PC savvy - its downloading one file and just putting it in a certain place.
Give it a go. You can always do a steam repair install to get rid of it if you dont like it.. Very big disappointment ! For XXI
century graphic is very ugly and performance is terrible ! Even on gtx 1080 fps drops below 40 fps ! Compering to Pizza
Connection 2 this game is a very huge step back! Do not buy this game or you will lose your money. Save your money for
something else, this is no Pizza Connection game anymore !. Where as this game has some neat concepts and some nice ideas,
there's just too many problems for this game to be worth it, much less for $10.

The game's physics is a bit too ragdoll like and can really get in the way sometimes. Although there is a reset button for your
position, there is not an immediate one for AI and often times you'd find them stuck on each other, you, or other various places
such as stuck outside the map that really take away from it.

As far as the combat, it's ok, but not perfect. If too close to an enemy it won't actually shoot them and just go through them. It's
hard to tell the terrain in some cases and you'll end up shooting over an enemy. The running over people (who are rather large in
scale) isn't perfect and can sometimes be finicky.

The upgrade system is only based on each level. That makes the game actually rather static. Sure, there's a few more special
upgrades you can get along the road, your guns upgrades never change and you rely on hoping an enemy drops the right upgrade
for that level and even then I noticed it didn't always work. The game gets rather repetative and really doesn't have much
variation. Some of the bonus levels were neat to try out the first person aspects, but other than score there's not much incentive
to these.

The story was kinda lame with same pretty so-so to annoying/cheesy voice acting. It seemed to jump too far at some points or
not really have much a point in others and then ended abrubtly.

Some levels were so simple you could literally sit in one place and kill all the enemies, others seemed to have such annoying
terrain to bounce off or get stuck on that the enemies were just a pain to get to.

Overall: The game has some neat aspects and is a simple shoot em up base defense driving around a car, but is "meh" in
content/combat, story that kinda sucks (Despite how I like Post-Apocalyptic Themes), and too static/ a drag to get through. Even
$5.00 would be a stretch for this game. Unless you really like trying out these types of games, I wouldn't spend much if anything
on it.. tl;dr version 2\/10 it's bad. and not a good bad.
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Yeah it's a no from me. I finished the game in under an 80 minutes, and about 20 minutes of that was getting my youtube stream
set up. I could of finished it quicker if I had any clue where the "escape zone" was, like in 5-110 minutes I reckon.
2 zombie types. regardless of weapon they all take 2 shots to the head to kill and only difference between them is models.
Just feels like a typical Unity asset flip kind of game.

Sure the game is cheap and nothing wrong with that. But still. It would not of been hard to add in some more content and
gameplay. Game feels empty.
It's glitchy as heck with entire \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665s of scenery vanishing.
If the dev had just added some more zombie types, NPC's a few basic side quests it would of made a huge difference.

There's no map so you're basically wandering around aimlessly.
ALl the guns are basically the same in terms of handling and power.

I don't expect a game this cheap to be mind blowing, I don't expect perfect visuals and gameplay. But it does have to be FUN,
and sadly this game is just NOT fun. I own plenty of dollar games that are the good kind of bad. The Orion Dino games for
example show what a single person can do if they put a little effort in. And it's not like this is Corpix Games first game.

Dev, if you're gonna make game like these, you need to put more effort into it. If you're not a coder, then at least grab some
paid assts from the Unity Store and add more life to your game. Even some animals and dumb NPC's running around being
zombie bait would of been something. Please also add volume options in the game menu. By default the audio is LOUD and
even when I lowered it using windows volume controls the music came out blaring in my stream.
And rebrand everything. It's pretty obvious this game was at some point going to be called Zombie Island.

Anyways check out the video of me playing it and see for yourself. Me? Imma getting a refund.
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=e6FdReqGfc0. Awesome game! why haven't you bought it yet?
Great retro feeling and Its fun to play around with different skills to see how far you can get in the arena.

Also have game-pad/ controller support.. This is an evolution of the human race. Only in my dreams have I witnessed slimy
gumballs sloshing around in different gamemodes! Don't even get me started on the only server! It's the best server you can
imagine, based in the czech republic. If I went on this review would be at least 4 pages long. BUY THIS NOW!!!

UPDATE: The game really is just a mediocre flash game that you have to pay for. Has frame rate drops, buy this for your
friend, not yourself. You're not missing anything.

Pros:
Kinda fun at times

Cons:
Too easy
Broken Multiplayer (I started my own server and couldn't even join)
Framerate drops

Just no

UPDATE # DOS: I recently made a steam group for this game, join if you want!!. Amazing Game! I can't stop playing.
Beautiful visuals, amazing sound. A must play. So glad it got ported over to steam, I was getting jealous of my friends with a
wiiu.
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